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according to their assessment will be only 
about Rs, 470 crores.
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SHRI K. R. GANESH : The Wancboo 
Committee itself has said that it is very 
difficult to quantify the amount of black 
money that is fhere, and on the basis of 
certain studies that they had made they have 
given this broad estimate. It will not be 
possibly for me to go into the details of the 
basis on which they ha\e worked out this 
detailed report.

SHRI S. R. DAMAN1 : The Wanchoo 
Committee has recommended certain con
cessions for the low income group. May 1 
know from the hon. Minister what was the 
difficulty in implementing those concessions 
in the Budget ?

SHRI K. R. GANESH : The Finance 
Minister himself has said that some recom
mendations are included and the others are 
under consideration. Whatever is accepted 
will be brought in the form of a Bill.
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P«M«D|er Trafic between Bosibiy  
and Cochin

♦64. SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : Will the 
Minister of TOURISM AND CfVfL 
AVIATION be pleased to state :

(a) the daily average number of passen* 
gers, who flew between Bombay and Cochin, 
when there were direct flights between the 
two airports and the average number after 
the suspension of the direct flight;

(b) the normal flying time between 
Cochin and Bombay, the actual time* now 
taken as per the current schedule and the 
reasons for lack of suitable connections to 
enable the passengers to complete the flights 
in the normal flying time; and

(c) the number of seats for passengers 
from Cochin to Bombay reserved for book
ing at Cochin and Bangalore ?

THE MINISTER OF TOURISM AND 
CIVIL AVIATION (DR. KARAN SINGH):
(a) to (c). I lay a statement on the Table of 
the House.

Statement

(a) The average number of passengers 
travelling between Bombay and Cochin when 
the direct flights were in operation, was 90 
in each direction. Of these, approximately
20 were passengers originating from or 
destined to Trivandrum. These figures 
cover the first half of 1970 and1 include 
passengers between Bombay and Cochin on 
stopping flights.

In the current schedule the average num
ber of passengers travelling between Bombay 
and Cochin diiHng January 1972 Was 62 
per day in each direction. Trivandrum 
passengers now catch the Bpeing service at 
Trivandrum itself.

(b) The normal flying time for aft*HS* 
748 aircraft operating a direct flight between 
Cochin and Bombay is (3 ttKtunutf 'In  the 
presept schedule passengers travelling /rom 
Bombay to Cdchin "by the let flight op to
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Bangalore andtjie connecting HS-748 flight 
to Co£h(n, take 3 hours 15 minutes. In the 
Cochin-Bombay direction the time taken is
4 hours 40 minutes, as passengers have to 
wait at Bangalore for the Jet flight to return 
from Trivandrum to Bangalore before pro
ceeding to Bombay!

It is not possible to operate a Jet scrvicc 
to Cochin due to airfield limitations.

(c) Cochin, Bangalore and 1 rivandrum 
bold 65, 13 and 40 seats icspcctivcly to 
Bombay. However, the number of passengers 
from Trivandrum to Bombay seldom exceeds 
25 and the additional scats can be made 
available to passengers cither from Cochin 
or Bangalore on their release from 
Trivandrum. These allocations are reviewed 
periodically.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : Cochin has
always been a very important airport station. 
Formerly there were three flights from 
Bombay to Cochin in the morning and even* 
ing so that passengers travelling either from 
Cochin or from Bombay, whether in the 
morning or in the evening, could reach their 
destination during the' -flying time," and so 
was the case from different stations all over 
India; Cochin could be reached within the 
minimum time. In that place, the schedule 
has been recast.

MR. SPEAKER : The bon. Member may 
not make a statement. He may ask his 
question.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : I am coming 
to the question, Sir. In the past nine 
months re-schedule has taken place,..

MR. SPEAKER : No introduction 
please. He may please ask the question.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : By re-schedul- 
ing it has become difficult for the passengers 
from Trivandrum or Cochin to reach any 
destination anywhere in India except Bombay 
they .^re spending the whole day either in 
the Airport or in the aeroplane. The Mem
bers od Parliament from Kerala have been 
representing collcctrvcly and individually to

the Minister About the difficulties involved 
in the whole matter. May I know from (he 
hon. Minister whether he is satisfied that 
there is a real grievance for Kerala and for 
the Members from Kerala, and if he is so 
satisfied, whether he is prepared to rectify 
this particular aspect, namely, the difficulty 
of passengers from Kerala in reaching any 
station anywhere in India; they have to waste 
ttoe whole day at the airport.

DR. KARAN SINGH : We are aware 
of the fact that Kerala provides a great deal 
of air traffic and being a very far area from 
Delhi we have got to give it as good a 
service as possible. It was for this reason 
that we have introduced a Boeing scrvice to 
Trivandrum for the first time on the urging 
of the hon. Members; we have given special 
connections from Bombay to Goa and 
Bombay to Cochin; wc have given Bombay- 
Bangalore Jet and from there two planes 
almost immediately connecting Bangalore to 
Cochin; similarly Bombay-Trivandrum; from 
there also connections. 1 can assure the hon. 
Member that, within the limits of our plane 
availability and the compulsions of re- 
scheduling, wc will constantly keep in mind 
whatever we can do for Kerala. We have 
already done, I feci, a good deal, f am 
soriy if the hon. Member is not satisfied. 
There may be genuine difficulty. 1 will keep 
the matter under consideration.

SHRI C. M. STEPHEN : in the state- 
ment it has been said :

“It is not possible to operate a Jet ser
vice to Cochin due to airfield limita
tions.”

Now, Cochin being admittedly an air-station 
from where the Indian Airlines have been 
collecting the heaviest revenue and also 
a heavily loaded sector of the Indian Airlines, 
will the Minister be pleased to go into this 
question of constructing an air field near- 
about Cochin ? The place he already knows. 
Meanwhile, is he prepared to sit down with 
the Members of Parliament from Kerala to 
draw up the flight schedule so that the 
difficulties may be reduced to the minimum 
as also time can be saved for passengers
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travelling between Kerala and different 
stations in India ?

DR. KARAN SINGH ; I am always 
delighted to sit with Members from Kerala 
, , .{Interruptions) to study the situation.

But, as far as the Jet service is concemcd 
with the present airports in Kerala, it is not 
possible to extend it. Otherwise, the Indian 
Airlines is vary keen to run a let service. It 
is a very high density service but because 
of certain physical limitations like moving 
docks and so on, it is not possible.

Now, the question of getting an alterna
tive site and developing a jet airport there is 
a matter which will certainly be considered. 
But, in view of the very heavy expenses that 
a it involved in acquiring land and buildings, 
I do not want to give any assurance that 
this can be done in the near future because 1 
would not like to mislead hon. Members of 
the House. I would certainly keep the 
m att* in mind. 1 agree that Cochin requires 
a new Jet aerodrome. When that aerodrome 
will be forthcoming is something on which 
I am not in a position to say anything.

SHRI R. BALAKRISHNA PILLAl : 
It there is a proposal from the State Govern
ment that it will bear the entire expenditure 
on acquiring the land for this new airport 
of Kerala, will th<; Central Government be 
prepared to accept that proposal and pro
ceed with the construction of the airport ?

DR. KARAN SINGH : As 1 said, my 
funds for the current Plan are already com
pletely committed. In Kerala itself we are 
putting up a new airport at Calicut which 
by the time we finish is going to cost us a 
crore or a crore and a half of rupees, if not 
more,. Therefore, 1 am afraid, it will not be 
possible for us now to take up another air
port in Kerala. But, of course, if the State 
Government would like to give me land 
there, I would then be prepared to keep it 
in cold storage until such time [ get money 
to build the airport,,,(Interruptions).

Report e i t the Banking Commfatoq

*65. SHRI CH1NTAMAN1
PAN1GRAH1;

SHRI M. M. JOSEPH :

Will the Minister of FINANCE be pleased 
to state :

(a) whether the Banking Commission 
appointed to go into the structure and 
operating methods and procedures of 
Commercial Banks has submitted its Report 
to Government;

(b) if so, its main recommendations.;
and

(c) the decisions taken by Government 
thereon '?

THE MINISTER OF MNANCE (SHRI 
YESHWANTRAO CHAVAN) : (a) Yes, 
Sir.

(b) The report is being laid on the 
Table of the House today. Chapter 24 of tb* 
Report contains a summary of the major 
lecommendations of the Commission.

(c) The recommendations are under 
consideration of the Government.

SHRI CHIN1AMANI PANIGRAHI :
1 would like to know from die hon. Minister 
one thing. Though the report is going to 
be laid on the Table of the House, I had the 
privilege of seeing it somewhere*eJse.

About 400 major recommendations 
have been made by the Commission. One 
of the most important recomipendations 
made by the Commission is that they have 
suggested—they are unanimous cm this 
point—-that in view of the develojuftent of 
banking in this country for the last so many 
years, they have suggested that all tfei bulk
ing institutions including alt the financial 
institutions in the country Should be hrtisgra* 
ted  in such a  manner that there should 4hs 
no further overlapping of these btokin* or 
financial institutions and there will ht




